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FOREWORD
NFPA 86, Standard for Ovens and Furnaces, provides standardized methods to minimize fire and
explosion hazards of ovens and furnaces used for commercial and industrial processing of
materials. Within NFPA 86 are requirements for proper explosion ventilation methods that
should be applied to new ovens and furnaces. In order to thoroughly review the NFPA 86
explosion ventilation requirements for the next revision cycle, the Technical Committee on Ovens
and Furnaces sought information on real world incidents where NFPA 86 ventilation
requirements would be involved.
The purpose of this project, which is documented in this report, was to gather information
regarding explosion incidents in which an oven, furnace, or dryer was involved. This information
was then sorted and a basic analysis was conducted in order to provide useful information to the
Technical Committee on Ovens and Furnaces.
The Fire Protection Research Foundation expresses gratitude to the report authors Sreenivasan
Ranganathan and Sean Gillis, of Fire Protection Research Foundation located in Quincy, MA. The
Research Foundation appreciates the guidance provided by the Project Technical Panelists and
all others that contributed to this research effort. Thanks are also expressed to the National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) for providing the project funding through the NFPA Annual
Research Fund.
The content, opinions and conclusions contained in this report are solely those of the authors
and do not necessarily represent the views of the Fire Protection Research Foundation, NFPA,
Technical Panel or Sponsors. The Foundation makes no guaranty or warranty as to the accuracy
or completeness of any information published herein.
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Executive Summary
Proper explosion relief design and installation is essential to ensure that appliances used in
manufacturing and industrial occupancies do not cause significant building damage or injury/loss
of life if an explosion were to occur. Such appliances include ovens, furnaces, and dryers. NFPA
86, Standard for Ovens and Furnaces provides standardized methods to minimize fire and
explosion hazards of ovens and furnaces used for commercial and industrial processing of
materials. Within NFPA 86 are requirements for proper explosion ventilation methods that
should be applied to new ovens and furnaces. The Technical Committee (TC) on Ovens and
Furnaces are in the process of reviewing NFPA 86 for the upcoming revision cycle. As part of their
review, the TC on Ovens and Furnaces sought information pertaining to the explosions in an oven,
furnace, or dryer.
The necessary information include the type of ovens, furnaces, or dryers that are experiencing
explosions, as well as the causes and subsequent outcomes of the explosions. Other information
sought is the type of explosion protection installed on the system that exploded (and its
effectiveness), the impact of the explosion on people and property, as well as additional data to
substantiate the redirection of explosion relief guidelines within NFPA 86. A questionnaire was
developed in order to acquire the necessary information to assist the Technical Committee on
Ovens and Furnaces. This questionnaire was created with the help of Project Technical Panel
(PTP) and was made available to industry representatives through an online platform. This was
also distributed to an additional audience through technical committee and staff liaisons. The
responses gathered from the survey were then reviewed and analyzed for patterns in the data.
The final product of this project is the following report.
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1. Introduction & Background
NFPA 86, Standard for Ovens and Furnaces, has required explosion relief on specific ovens and
furnaces for over 90 years. The current requirement states that “Fuel-fired furnaces and furnaces
that contain flammable liquids, gases, or combustible dusts shall be equipped with unobstructed
explosion relief for freely relieving internal explosion pressures” (NFPA 86, 2015). While these
requirements have been altered and updated over the years based on new information, they
remain incomplete. Ultimately they have been founded on anecdotal information, and
inconsistent with NFPA 68 Standard on Explosion Protection by Deflagration Venting.
In order to adequately adjust the current requirements within NFPA 86 to properly reflect
existing guidance and experienced conditions, NFPA’s Technical Committee on Ovens and
Furnaces sought additional information in relation to ovens, furnace, or dryer explosions. The
necessary information includes the types of ovens, furnaces, or dryers that are experiencing
explosions, as well as the causes and subsequent outcomes of the explosions. Other information
sought is the type of explosion protection installed on the system that exploded (and its
effectiveness), the impact of the explosion on people and property, as well as additional data to
substantiate the redirection of explosion relief guidelines within NFPA 86. This topic was
submitted as a research project under the NFPA Research Fund program, and as a result received
funding and was initiated.
A questionnaire was developed in order to acquire the necessary information to assist the
Technical Committee on Ovens and Furnaces. This questionnaire was created with the help of
Project Technical Panel (PTP) and was made available to industry representatives (researchers,
manufacturers, consultants, etc.) through an online platform. This was also distributed to
different audience through technical committee and staff liaisons. The responses gathered from
the survey were then reviewed and analyzed for patterns in the data.
Before getting started with the questionnaire, a brief web-based literature search was done to
collect publicly available information about recent explosion incidents in ovens, furnaces and
dryers. It’s acknowledged that this is not an exhaustive review of the recent incidents, but would
provide an idea of the cause-consequence of the explosion incidents based on the news reports.
Table 1 reports these information gathered. It is observed that even with careful design these
incidents still occur, and because it occurs at a high pressure within the unit, it results in the loss
of property and life. The incidents reported in the Table 1 indicate that most of them were caused
by human error, improper maintenance, or faulty design. Over pressure developments have been
seen to result in furnace explosions. There have also been incidents reported due to fuel leakage
and resulting ignition. It should be noted that the information presented in this Table 1 are from
news reports and are not from this current survey.
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Table 1: Some recent Oven, furnace & Dryer explosion incidents
Date of
Incident

9/6/2013

11/23/2013

1/30/2014

1/31/2014

Location

Egg Harbor
City, NJ

Southlake,
TX

St. Marys,
PA

Tonawanda,
NY

Furnace
/Oven/
Dryer

Explosion Details

Specific
Details

Cause

Oven

Restaurant
oven used
for cooking
seafood

Crimped gas
line that
feeds the
oven

Oven

Selfcleaning
residential
cooking
oven

Self-cleaning
cycle was
operated
while oven
glass was
partially
damaged

Oven

Oven

Curing
oven

N/A

Injuries/
Fatalities
Consequence
Small
explosion
and resulting
fire. Sprinkler
system
activation
and
successful
suppression
Residents
heard a loud
boom and
glass was
spread
throughout
the kitchen

Web
References

No real
injuries,
one
worker
had
eyebrow
and arm
hair
singed

http://www.nb
cphiladelphia.c
om/news/local
/Explosion-atJersey-ShoreRestaurantEgg-Harbor222708461.ht
ml

None

http://dfw.cbsl
ocal.com/2013
/11/27/ovenexplodes-insouthlakeresidence/

Explosion
causing oven
to be ripped
from hinges
striking
employees
20 feet away

http://www.br
adfordera.com
/news/top_sto
ries/osha1 fatality,
mersen-ok-d1 serious
fatal-oveninjury, 1
misstep/article
minor
_1f9b396einjury
6566-11e49d7d470fb392ada0.
html

An over
pressured
oven, which
released gas An explosion
in an
that
enclosed
collapsed
area where it brick walls,
ignited. The
damaged
flare stack
electrical
that burns
equipment
off extra
oven gas
failed.

https://www.o
3 plant
sha.gov/pls/os
employe
haweb/owadis
es were
p.show_docum
injured,
ent?p_table=N
severity
EWS_RELEASES
unknown
&p_id=26457

Incorrect
placement of
flammable
materials in
the oven
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Date of
Incident

2/27/2014

3/25/2014

7/13/2014

2/11/2002

3/16/2004

Location

Doha, Qatar

Naples, FL

Sydney,
Australia

Vernon, CA

Cucamonga,
CA

Furnace
/Oven/
Dryer

Oven

Oven

Oven

Furnace

Furnace

Explosion Details

Specific
Details

Cause

Injuries/
Consequence Fatalities

Pizza Oven

Gas leak
ignited by
electric
sparks from
“automatic
operation
and closure
of electrical
appliances”

Restaurant
oven

One
worker
with
Gas leak at
Flash ignition
blunt
top of oven
explosion
force
ignited when
that blew out trauma
employee
the oven
injuries
went to light
doors
to head,
the oven
chest,
neck, and
arms

Explosion
resulting in
chunks of
masonry,
metal debris,
and
shattered
glass

11
people
killed,
dozens
more
injured

Restaurant
oven

Gas grill
started a
small fire
which ignited
an oven

Explosion
with
resulting
fireball

2
workers
sent to
hospital
with face
and
chest
burns

Used for
smelting
lead

Weakened
furnace wall
(holes)
compromise
d the
integrity of
the furnace

1 small
explosion
and a 2nd
larger
explosion
spewing hot
lead slag and
dust

1
employe
e
received
2nd and
3rd
degree
burns

Electric arc
furnace

Attempted
maintenance
on a water
leak from the
furnace, loud
popping
noise

Explosion
resulting in
hot steam
and flying
debris

1 severe
injury, 2
minor
burns &
cuts
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Web
References
http://www.ar
abianbusiness.
com/deadlyqatarexplosioncaused-bypizza-oven543741.html
http://www.ab
c7.com/story/25
067774/ovenexplosioninjures-workerat-tommybahamanaplesrestaurant#.Vst
RP_krKM9
http://www.da
ilymail.co.uk/n
ews/article2691045/Twopeople-sufferburns-facearms-gas-ovenexplodedcafe.html

https://www.o
sha.gov/pls/imi
s/establishmen
t.inspection_de
tail?id=300778
800
https://www.o
sha.gov/pls/imi
s/accidentsearc
h.accident_det
ail?id=2011595
06

Date of
Incident

Location

Furnace
/Oven/
Dryer

Explosion Details

Specific
Details

Cause

Injuries/
Consequence Fatalities

Web
References

resulted in
explosion

3/10/2006

5/27/2007

11/29/2007

Midlothian,
TX

Coatesville,
PA

Manchester,
GA

Furnace

Furnace

Furnace

Melt shop
furnace
(steel)

Electric arc
furnace

Used to
melt
aluminum

Furnace was
Molten steel
tilted
leaked out of
forward to
slag door,
begin
slag pot
tapping
overvilled
when the
and an
hydraulic
explosion
hose cylinder
occurred
failed
Molten steel
caused a
water leak to
become
Explosion,
superheated molten steel
highpressure
vapor
Aluminum
car rims were
being placed
into the
furnace,
Explosion,
moisture was
molten metal
still on the
rims and a
violent
explosion
occurred
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1
employe
e was
killed

https://www.o
sha.gov/pls/imi
s/accidentsearc
h.accident_det
ail?id=2007127
68

https://www.o
1
sha.gov/pls/imi
employe
s/accidentsearc
e killed, 2
h.accident_det
seriously
ail?id=2020049
burned
82

https://www.o
sha.gov/pls/imi
1 fatality,
s/accidentsearc
6 serious
h.accident_det
injuries
ail?id=2002030
32

Date of
Incident

3/21/2011

9/21/2014

Location

Louisville,
KY

Fairfield, AL

Furnace
/Oven/
Dryer

Furnace

Furnace

Explosion Details

Specific
Details

Large
electric arc
furnace

N/A

Cause

Injuries/
Consequence Fatalities

Web
References

Explosion
Water leaked
from
into furnace overpressure
which caused
that sent
an
furnace
overpressure
contents
event
spewing into
air

2
workers
killed, 2
seriously
injured

http://www.cs
b.gov/csbreleases-draftfinal-report-oncarbideindustriesexplosion-thatkilled-two-inlouisvillekentucky-in2011-companyignored-yearsof-smallersimilarincidents-inelectric-arcfurnace-/

Workers
were
opening/closi
ng a furnace
valve that
contained
oxygen and
hydrated
lime, while
the furnace
was in
operation

2
workers
killed, 1
critically
injured

https://www.o
sha.gov/newsr
elease/reg420150324.html

Fiery
explosion

10/7/2005

Lauderdale,
FL

Dryer

clothes
dryer

Ignition of
gas leak

Explosion,
damage to
the house

11/16/2009

Boxholm, IA

Dryer

Medium
sized grain
dryer

Not
determined

Explosion,
fire
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1 person
injured,
burns
and
trauma

2
seriously
injured

http://articles.s
unsentinel.com/2
005-1008/news/0510
070913_1_gasleak-dryerlaundry-room
http://www.m
essengernews.
net/page/cont
ent.detail/id/5
20189/Twoinjured-ingrain-dryer-

Date of
Incident

Location

Furnace
/Oven/
Dryer

Explosion Details

Specific
Details

Cause

Injuries/
Consequence Fatalities

Web
References
explosion.html
?nav=5010

6/11/2010

4/17/2011

7/11/2013

12/12/2013

6/29/2014

Elkford, BC,
Canada

Stone Ridge,
NY

Tamarac, FL

Ford City,
PA

Liberal, KS

Dryer

Dryer

Dryer

Dryer

Dryer

Coal dryer

Not
determined

Explosion,
fire, building
damage

No
injuries

http://www.cb
c.ca/news/busi
ness/explosion
-closes-teckcoal-mine-in-bc-1.951328

clothes
dryer

Dryer
operation
ignited
propane leak

Explosion,
damage to
the house
(broken
doors and
glass panes)

No
human
injuries,
pets was
singed

http://www.da
ilyfreeman.com
/article/DF/201
10418/NEWS/3
04189989

Clothes
dryer

Gas dryer
was being
filled with
clothes when
it exploded

Explosion
and fireball

2 people
with 1st
degree
burns

http://miami.c
bslocal.com/20
13/07/12/dryer
-explosionleaves-twoinjured/

N/A

Explosion,
minor
chemical spill
(detergent)

No
injuries

http://triblive.c
om/news/arms
trong/5242663
-74/explosionbuilding-gaiser

No
injuries

http://www.kw
ch.com/news/l
ocalnews/dryerexplodes-atliberal-ethanolplant/2672725
4

Clothes
dryer

Corn dryer
(ethanol
plant)

Natural gas
explosion in
combustion
chamber of
dryer

8

Explosion,
three walls
blown out,
panels blown
off building

2. Objectives
The principal objective of this project is to develop a report of explosion events within or
pertaining to an oven, furnace or dryer. This will be populated with information gathered from a
questionnaire that was made available to the interested parties. The entire project objectives are
as follows:





Acquire information regarding oven, furnace, or dryer explosion incidents.
Present the acquired data/information – including the class, size and geometrical details,
fuel, heating and materials processed, explosion relief details, cause, contributing factors
and consequences of explosion.
Produce a final report based on these acquired information.

Revisions to the explosion relief requirements in the standard occur periodically, and the
information collected by this effort is intended to assist with the on-going assessment and
revision of these requirements. It is intended that the data collected by this research study will
provide helpful baseline information to better guide future research. The primary approach to
achieve the project goal is through an extensive information collection effort using online survey
tools. This report will be provided to the applicable NFPA Technical Committees for their
consideration, as they continue their work towards the next edition of NFPA 86.
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3. Questionnaire
The methodology used for this information gathering effort was done through online data
collection. This was made available for completion starting 21st October 2015 to 15th December
2015 for a period of more than one and a half months. The online data collection focused on
capturing pertinent information and addressed the necessary details related to different systems
of ovens, furnaces and dryers and its explosion relief requirements.
The process used for creating the survey included first identifying the key concepts which needed
to be addressed. A few of them are mentioned below:




System type – Oven, Furnace, Dryer
Its classification and type
Purpose and usage of the system





Geometrical details
Fuel and heating information
Solvent information





Combustible particle details
Explosion relief details
The cause and damage caused by the explosion

Questions and available answer choices related to the above sections were revised and refined
through several iterations with the help of the project panel and others. These were then
summarized in electronic survey tools, which was eventually made available to interested parties.
The questions focused on capturing both general information as well as system specific
information. Hence the general information questions were kept available for all the responses,
whereas the equipment or system specific questions were directed based on a conditional
questions with answers of Yes, No or Don’t know. This proved to be effective in eliminating the
unrelated question for respondents. The following flow chart depicts the way in which the
question tree was set up in this information gathering survey.

10

Start

Equipment involved
in explosion?

Oven/Furnace

Dryer

General Information
 Type?
 Purpose?
 Classification?

General Information
 Type?
 Purpose?

Additional Info





Geometry
Shape?
Volume?
Dimensional Ratio?





Operation
Year of installation?
Temperature?
Pressure resistance?




Design
Design Standard?
Heat source?

11

Solvents introduced with the
work-in-process?
Yes/Don’t
Know




NO

Solvent Information
Flash point?
Lower Flammability
Limit? (LFL)

Yes/Don’t
Know

Combustible particles being
processed or formed inside
the oven?

Combustible Particle Information
 Source?
 Type?
 Chemical/Common name?

NO

Is the oven equipped with
explosion relief?






Yes/Don’t
Know

Explosion Relief Information
Designed by NFPA standard?
Description of explosion relief vents?
Type of vents?
Vent/door relief pressure?







NO

Explosion Event Information
When did the incident occur?
Outcome of explosion?
Cause of explosion?
Explosion damage?
Injuries/fatalities?

Stop
12

It is acknowledged that data collected in this on-line manner has inherent limitations,
respondents may or may not have submitted their information as an official engineer or
researcher or concerned representing their particular organization. The data collected have not
been evaluated in the traditional statistical sense, nevertheless, the information collected herein
is considered to be of useful guidance for this topic area.
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4. Results & Discussion
This section will discuss every question in the order as it appears in the survey, along with the
responses gathered. An analysis of these results is beyond the scope of this project, hence the
results are only presented in a manner which would add value to a future research if needed. A
total of 32 attempted responses were received from this online information gathering effort. A
few of the respondents did not complete the entire survey. Further the question tree has been
set up in such a way that every question need not be attempted to complete the survey. Hence
every question should not be considered to have answered by all the 32 respondents who
attempted the questionnaire. The following Table 2 shows a summary of the number of
responses received with respect to the extent of completion of the questionnaire.

Table 2: Summary of number of responses
# of Questions Answered
Less than 10
11 to 25 questions
26 to 40 questions
41 to 62 questions

% of Respondents
100
50
44
25

The complete survey questions as it appeared online is presented in the Appendix section. There
were a total of 62 questions in the survey, some of them with * symbol required mandatory
answers to proceed further in the questionnaire. It should be noted that although some
respondents only answered 10 or fewer questions, this does not mean they were all incomplete.
In total, 14 responses were complete and the rest 18 of them were incomplete. The survey was
designed to gather important information about an oven, furnace, or dryer explosion. Additional
questions were asked in order to paint a picture of the overall explosion incident, however some
questions were not necessary to answer in order to complete the survey. For example, two
surveys were completed where only a total of five and seven questions were answered. Although
18 responses were incomplete, many still produced valuable data.

4.1.

General information

The entire questionnaire has been directed at gathering information about the explosion
incidents occurred in mainly three systems namely Ovens, Furnaces and Dryers. The first two
questions were introductory and to see if the respondents have explosion incidents to report.
14

Also it provided a way to give identity for each incident reported, if there were multiple incidents
reported by the same respondent.
The third question was directed at knowing about the equipment involved in the explosion
incident. Figure 1 indicates the response received for the same. It is observed that out of 32
responses received for this question, ovens and furnaces were involved in the explosion 12 times
each and 8 incidents reported were for dryers.

Equipment Involved in Explosion

8
12

12

Dryer

Oven

Furnace

Figure 1: Equipment involved in explosion, Question #3

It is critical to know where these ovens, furnaces and dryers were used – including the facility,
industry and the purpose for which these equipment were used. These information were
collected through questions #4 and #7 in the questionnaire. This helps in understanding the
regular usage of these systems. This would also enable us to connect with the follow up questions
on the operating temperature, fuel and heating set-up, materials handled etc. It is observed from
Table 3 that the explosion incident information collected through this survey indicates, ovens
have been used mainly in automotive assembly, manufacturing facilities, baking, paint finishing,
rubber coating etc. There were multiple responses where ovens were used for curing paint coats
on metal parts, this was majorly done in automotive industry. The three responses for furnace
indicate that, they were installed and used in industrial boilers, steel mills and metal working
industry. Furnace used in the boilers are mainly utilized to produce steam and the ones in metal
15

industry were used for different metal working operations. Dryer responses indicate they were
used in variety of operations like – food processing, pharmaceutical, paper coating, fertilizer,
solvent coating, wood pellet plant etc. Most of these operations were found to be of low
operating temperature range (< 500 oF).

Table 3: Other details of Oven/Furnace/Dryer, Question #4, #7 & #11
Oven/Dryer/Furnace

Facility/Industry in which
explosion occurred

Oven

Automotive Assembly

Oven

Automotive Assembly

Oven

Oven
Oven
Oven
Oven
Oven

Manufacturing
Automotive assembly plant
paint facility
cookie (baking)
N/A
Bakery
Paint finishing
Bakery

Oven

Rubber coated cloth

Drive off toluene to cure
rubber applied to the cloth

Furnace

Furnaces on large Industrial
and Utility Boilers

Making Steam

Oven

Furnace
Furnace
Dryer

Metal working/heat treating
Steel Mill
Printing line for food
product

Dryer

food processing

Dryer

Pharma Dryer

Dryer

Solvent coated web
processing
16

Purpose of the
oven/furnace/dryer?
Cure E-coated automotive
bodies
Cure E-coated automotive
bodies
Fume incineration
Cure automotive
electrocoat
bakery oven
curing paint on metal parts
Bake food goods

Carbonize the product
Anneal steel strip
Bake bagels and other
bakery foods
Dry beans and crack shells
for removal
Drying pharmaceuticals
To remove a flammable
solvent from a coating and
to initiate a cure reaction

Oven/Dryer/Furnace

Facility/Industry in which
explosion occurred

Dryer

Inked ribbon manufacturing
(SIC 3955)

Dryer
Dryer

Paper Coating
Fertilizer manufacturing

Dryer

Wood Pellet Plant

Dryer

Soy Protein Isolate
Manufacturing

Purpose of the
oven/furnace/dryer?
The facility utilizes rotary
drum drying and
granulation to produce a
uniform, granular, free
flowing fertilizer from
centrifuged sludge cake.
To dry a coated product
Dry wet wood for further
processing
Not a dryer. Blends soy
protein isolate batches

Following this, some specific information about the type, classification and purpose of the oven,
furnace and dryers are collected. For this purpose, Oven/Furnace are classified together. Table 4
provides the details about the type of ovens or furnaces resulted in the explosion. It was observed
that out of 14 oven/furnace involved 10 of them were of Class A – which are the ones, process
flammable volatiles or combustibles. None of the oven/furnace were Class B – which did not
process flammable volatiles or combustibles. There was one system each of oven/furnace which
processed Class C – which has a potential hazard due to a flammable or other special atmosphere
being used for treatment of material in process and special atmosphere furnace using endo gas.

Table 4: Type of the Oven/Furnace, Question #5
Type of Oven/Furnace
Class A - Processing flammable
volatiles or combustibles
Class B - Processing no
flammable volatiles or
combustibles

# Reported

Details

10

-

0

Large Industrial Utility

Other

Special Atmosphere Furnace using Endo Gas
Class C
N/A

4
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Oven and furnaces are basically classified as Batch and Continuous. Batch types are the ones in
which work charge is introduced all at once where as in continuous, the work charge is more or
less continuously introduced. These are the definitions form NFPA 86 (sections 3.3.27.2 and
3.3.27.7). As it can be seen from Table 5, most of the oven/furnaces were continuous type. Out
of 4 batch type and 8 continuous type oven/furnaces 3 and 6 of them were Class A type
respectively.

Table 5: Oven/Furnace classification, Question #6
Oven/Furnace Classification

# Reported

# of Type
Class A

# of Type
Class B

4

3

0

8

6

0

1

1

0

Batch - work charge is introduced all
at once
Continuous - work charge is more or
less continuously introduced
Other

Apart from the normal operating ovens and furnaces, it was of interest to check if there were
systems used for special purpose processes such as sintering, annealing, lost mold, directed
crystallization, endothermic generation, or other special process . This question was posed to the
survey responders through questions 8 and 9. Sixteen responses were received for this question
and out of the 16, only 2 of them were a special process oven/furnace. From those two responses
- one process was endothermic generation, and the other catalytic fume incineration. Hence it is
seen that these units are used in non-traditional processes as well.
Similarly the types of dryers and their respective purposes were also collected through questions
10 and 11. Even though the purpose of the dryers were mentioned in earlier table, it is repeated
here to connect with the type of the dryers. The different types of dryers being used as observed
from Table 6 are – rotary drum, spray, band, web, tunnel, fluidized bed type etc.

Table 6: Dryer details - types and purpose, Question #10 & #11
Type of Dryer

Purpose of Dryer
The facility utilizes rotary drum
drying and granulation to produce a
uniform, granular, free flowing
fertilizer from centrifuged sludge
cake.
Dry wet wood for further processing

Rotary Drum (inclined cylindrical)

Rotary Drum (inclined cylindrical)
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Type of Dryer

Purpose of Dryer

Spray dryer (conical)

Drying pharmaceuticals

Spray dryer (conical)

Dry ink on product
wrapper/package
Not a dryer. Blends soy protein
isolate batches
Dry beans and crack shells for
removal
To remove a flammable solvent
from a coating and to initiate a cure
reaction

Band dryer (rectangular)
Band dryer (rectangular)
Soy protein isolate blender
Rectangular fluidized bed
Web dryer
Tunnel dryer

4.2.

To dry a coated product

Timeframe of operation

It is also important to understand the time frame of operation of the ovens, furnaces and dryers.
This was collected by asking for the year of installation of the unit in the facility (question #12)
and the year of explosion incident. There were concerns regarding privacy if the actual year of
the incident was provided, therefore respondents selected a range of years within which the
incident occurred. The range of years provided in the survey were based on the revision cycles of
NFPA 86 (typically every 3 or 4 years). Out of 16 responses for these questions 4 did not know
what year the oven/furnace/dryer was installed and 1 didn’t say what year the incident occurred.
Table 7 represents the time frame of operation of the system estimated from these information.
The longest functional unit was that of a Class C type furnace, which operated for around 30-33
years from the time of installation till the explosion incident occurred. Different ranges of
operational time frame was observed for different units. Longest operating dryer unit was 13-16
years, which was manufacturing soy protein isolate. Additional details can be found below in the
Table 7.
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Table 7: Timeframe of operation, Question #12 & #51

Year
Year of
Installed Incident

Years of
proper
operation
before
incident

Oven/Furnace/Dryer

Type

Oven

Class A – Processing flammable
volatiles or combustibles

1965

Before
1990

<25

Oven

Class A – Processing flammable
volatiles or combustibles

1994

1995-98

1-3

Oven

Class A – Processing flammable
volatiles or combustibles

1988*

1990-94

2-6

Oven

Class A – Processing flammable
volatiles or combustibles

1980

Before
1990

<10

Oven

Class A – Processing flammable
volatiles or combustibles

1984

1999-02

15-18

Oven

Class A – Processing flammable
volatiles or combustibles

1990

2007-10

17-20

Furnace

Class C

1995-98

30-33

Dryer

Food Processing

1965
1990
(est.)

1999-02

9-12

Dryer

Soy Protein Isolate
Manufacturing

1994

2007-10

13-16

Dryer

Wood pellet plant

2008

2007-10

1-3

Dryer

Pharma dryer

2010

2011-15

1-5

* The actual response for the year of installation provided was 1998, since the response for the
year of explosion incident was contradicting to this, it was assumed to be installed in 1988.

4.3.

Geometrical information

This section reviews the information gathered on the geometry of oven, furnace and dryers.
Rectangular, cylindrical, conical and cubical are the most common shapes of oven, furnace and
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dryer system shapes. Apart from the shape, the overall volume, dimensional ratio, and one
dimension were also collected. Using one dimension and the dimensional ratio, other dimension
can be calculated. All these information were gathered from questions 13 through 18 in the
questionnaire (See appendix) and presented in
Table 8. It is observed that most commonly seen geometrical shape is rectangular. Out of 14
responses 9 incidents were reported on rectangular shaped, 2 on cylindrical and one each on
conical and cubical shaped units. As imagined, the ovens used in automotive assembly were the
ones with largest volume and dimensional ratio, which would be obvious due to the larger facility.
All the ovens and furnace reported were rectangular or cubical in shape, whereas the dryer
shapes varied to cylindrical and conical also.

Table 8: Geometrical details - Overall volume & Dimensional ratio, Question #13 - #18
Geometrical # of
Shape
Each

Overall
volume
(cubic feet)
128
600
853
2,500

Rectangular

9

3,000
38,400
51,000
68,300
91,100
15

Cylindrical

2

Conical
Cubical

1
1

5655
530
unknown

System
Type/Industry
Oven/Bakery
Oven/Rubber Coated
Cloth
Dryer/Soy Protein
Isolate Manufacturing
Dryer/Solvent Coated
web processing
Dryer/Food
Processing
Furnace/Steel Mill
Oven/Automotive
Assembly Plant Paint
Facility
Oven/Automotive
Assembly
Oven/Automotive
Assembly
Dryer/Pharma Dryer
Dryer/Wood Pellet
Plant
Dryer
Oven/Manufacturing
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Dimensional
ratio info

Additional dimensional
info (feet)

1.0 (L/W)

4.0 (length)

4.2 (L/W)

25 (length)

2.14 (L/W)

15 (length)

8.33 (L/W)

50 (length)

2.4 (L/W)

24 (length)

75 (L/W)

600 (length)

55.1 (L/W)

551 (length)

6830 (L/W)

683 (length)

910 (L/W)

910 (length)

1.5 (H/D)

-

4.2 (H/D)

12 (diameter)

-

-

The next step was to know if the design of these units were based on any standards. The following
pie chart (Figure 2) indicates that majority of the reported units followed NFPA 86 as the design
standard. Apart from NFPA 86, the other standards which were considered for design were NFPA
68, NFPA 85, ASME section 1 and UL listed standard. There were some responses, which had no
information on the design basis standard. It was noted that there was one incident, where there
was no design basis for the unit. This fixture was a Dryer used for pharmaceutical purposes which
was installed in 2010. The incident occurred between 2011 and 2015. Not only was there no
design basis for the dryer, there were no explosion vents installed and no safeguards installed.

Standard used as design basis of Oven/Furnace/Dryer
NFPA 86

3

Other (NFPA 68, ASME
Section 1/NFPA 85, UL
Listed)
None

1

8

3
Don't Know

Figure 2: Design basis of oven/furnace/dryer, Question #23

4.4.

Heating and Operating Temperature

Since ovens, furnaces and dryers are primarily heating units, the information on heating source,
fuel, location of heating source and operating temperature range are all important. This aspect
is completely dependent on the usage of these systems. It was realized in the earlier sections,
the temperature requirements of every operation is different. From the Table 9, we see that
dryers fall into the lower operating range temperatures, mostly less than 500 oF. The minimum
reported operating temperature was 110 ºF and was found in a dryer at a soy protein isolate
manufacturing facility. The maximum reported operating temperature was 1800 ºF and was
found in a furnace at a steel mill. The operating range of temperature at ovens used in four paint
curing facilities was 301 to 500 oF.
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Table 9: Operational temperature of oven/furnace/dryer, Question #19 & #20
Operating
Temperature
(ºF)

Number of
Oven/Furnace/Dryer

0 - 150

3

151 - 300

3

301 - 500

4

501-1000
Greater than
1000

0

System Type/Industry
Dryer/Soy Protein Isolate
Manufacturing (Temperature)
Dryer/Pharma Dryer
Oven/Rubber Coated Cloth
Dryer/Solvent Coated Web
Processing
Dryer/Wood Pellet Plant
Oven/Bakery
Oven/Automotive Assembly
Plant Paint Facility
Dryer/Food Processing
Oven/Automotive Assembly
Oven/Automotive Assembly
N/A
Oven/Manufacturing
Furnace/Steel Mill

2

Table 10 identifies the heat source, heating system arrangement and its location in these units
which were involved in the explosion. Basically heating system arrangements can be of two types,
Direct fired – where products of combustion contact the work-in-process and Indirect fired –
where products of combustion do not contact the work-in-process (NFPA 86, section 3.3.33.3 &
3.3.33.5). The heaters or heating elements can be located internal or external to the work
chamber. Natural gas has been seen as the most commonly used fuel for heating. Many furnaces
use natural gas for initial and supplemental heating, and other fuels for normal operational oven
heating. Out of 14 responses, 11 arrangements used natural gas as the fuel source. Other heating
source identified were wood chips, steam, coal, and electrical. With respect to heating system
arrangement, both direct fired and indirect fired arrangements were equally distributed.
Majority of the heaters were located external to the work chamber.
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Table 10: Fuel - heat source and heater location information, Question #24 - #26
Fixture/Industry Type
Oven/Automotive
Assembly
Oven/Automotive
Assembly
Oven/Manufacturing
Oven/Automotive
Assembly Plant Paint
Facility
Oven/Bakery
Oven/Rubber Coated
Cloth
Furnace/Steel Mill
Furnace/Industry and
Utility Boilers
Dryer/Printing Line
for food product
Dryer/Food
Processing
Dryer/Fertilizer
Manufacturing
Dryer/Solvent Coated
Web Processing
Dryer/Pharma Dryer
Dryer/Wood Pellet
Plant

Heat Source Heating System Arrangement Heater Location
Natural Gas

Direct Fired

External

Natural Gas

Direct Fired

External

Natural Gas

Indirect Fired

Internal

Natural Gas

Indirect Fired

External

Natural Gas

Indirect Fired

External

Steam

Indirect Fired

External

Natural Gas
Coal,
Natural Gas,
Wood, Oil,
etc.

Indirect Fired

Internal

-

-

Natural Gas

Indirect Fired

External

Natural Gas

Indirect Fired

Internal

Natural Gas

-

-

Natural Gas

Direct Fired

External

Electrical

-

External

Wood chips

Indirect Fired

External

Only one incident was recorded, where gases other than the fuel or products of combustion were
introduced into the work chamber (Figure 3). The specific system was a Class C furnace used in a
steel mill to anneal the steel. The gas that was introduced was hydrogen supplied by a pipe from
an off-site supplier. As we recall from Table 9 that this was the unit which had highest operating
temperature. The introduction of hydrogen supports this higher operating temperature. Multiple
protective measures were provided on the furnace in the form of system shutdown after any
power or mechanical failure, air supply or fuel gas shutdown in case of power failure or
abnormally high/low gas pressure, visual and audible alarms used for operators to perform
manual shutdown, and an automatic nitrogen purge.
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Was gases other than fuel or products of combustion were introduced?
Number of responses

20

18

15

10

5

1
0
Yes

No

Figure 3: Gases other than fuel or products of combustion used in the system, Question #27 #30

4.5.

Solvent information

Solvents used and their properties – flashpoint and lower flammability limit are gathered through
questions 32-35 (refer appendix). These questions were specific to the units which used solvents.
Hence it is understood that all the respondents are not expected to provide these information.
The common solvents used were acetone, toluene, methyl isobutyl ketone and ink. Most of the
responses did not had information about the lower flammability limits, whereas the flash point
of the solvents were less than 100 oF. These information can be seen in the Table 11.

Table 11: Details of solvent used, Question #32 - #35
Solvent Name

Fixture Type/Facility

Flashpoint
(ºF)

LFL (%)

Acetone

Oven/Manufacturing

38

-

Toluene

Oven/Rubber
Coated cloth

40

1.2

Methyl Isobutyl
Ketone

Oven/Automotive
Assembly

61

1.2*
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Solvent Name

Fixture Type/Facility

Flashpoint
(ºF)

LFL (%)

Methyl Isobutyl
Ketone

Oven/Automotive
assembly plant paint
facility

61

1.2*

Ink

Dryer/Printer line
for food product

-

-

Various

Dryer/Solvent
coated web
processing

<100

1

* This information was not provided, rather it was found in NFPA Fire Protection Guide to
Hazardous Materials.

4.6.

Combustible particle information

Some of these systems of ovens, furnaces and dryers use combustible particles. Similar to the
above section on solvents, this section is not expected to be answered by all the respondents.
Only the respondents whose systems used combustible particles were asked additional
information such as the source of the particles, type of the particles and its common name
(questions 40 – 42 of the questionnaire, seen in the appendix). Figure 4 indicates the responses
about the source of finely divided particle. It is observed that the finely divided materials were
either introduced to oven work-in process, or abraded or shed from the work-in process, or they
were formed inside the oven while drying.
This was followed by the question “What is the type of combustible particle being processed in
the oven?” All five responders said that the combustible particle being processed was natural
organic material e.g. grain, sugar, and wood. Three responders provided an actual name of the
combustible particle, including spent soy isolate, cocoa, and wood chips.
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3

Number of Responses

Source of Combustible Particle
2

1

0
Finely Divided Material Finely Divided Material Finely Divided material
Introduced to Oven as abraded or shed from formed in oven by drying
Work-in-Process
work-in-process in oven

Other

Figure 4: Source of the combustible particle used in the system, Question #40

4.7.

Explosion relief information

Having finished with questions on solvents and combustible particles, this section will present
feedback received on the explosion relief set-up employed in these equipment involved in
explosion. This section started with the question, if the oven, furnace or dryer were equipped
with any type of explosion relief. Out of the 19 responses received for this question, 10 were
positive about an explosion relief, whereas 8 equipment were not employed with explosion relief
(Figure 5). This is a critical question as explosion relief are really crucial to the safety of all these
systems which operate at high temperature with varied geometrical sizes. Many of these systems
did not have explosion relief, which may have increased the severity of the explosion incidents.
Also it is important to understand the cases where there was an explosion relief and how this has
affected the outcome from the explosion.
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Was the oven/furnace/dryer equipped with explosion relief?

Yes

No

Unknown
1

8

10

Figure 5: Information on the system explosion relief, Question #43

NFPA Standard Used as Design Basis for Explosion Relief

NFPA 68

2

1
NFPA 86
Unknown
6

Figure 6: Standard used as design basis for explosion relief, Question #44
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Having received 10 responses with explosion relief present in the equipment, the next question
was to see which NFPA standard was used as a design basis for the explosion relief arrangement.
The two most commonly used NFPA standard for this purpose are NFPA 68: Standard on
Explosion Protection by Deflagration Venting and NFPA 86: Standard for Ovens and Furnaces. Out
of 9 responses received, 6 used NFPA 86 and 2 used NFPA 68 as the design basis (Figure 6).
The next step was to gather additional information of the explosion relief venting used in these
ovens, furnaces and dryers. Questions 46 to 50 in the questionnaire were directed at getting
information on the explosion venting location, area, type and the pressure resistance. These
information were tabulated in Table 12. There were 8 responses received for these questions.
Most of these information, depended on the size of the overall facility. Roof or top side was
mostly chosen for the location of the vents. Apart from the roof, side walls were also chosen for
vent location in a couple of responses. Owing to its large size facility, the automotive facility had
largest explosion relief vent area.
Hinged doors, open ends, roof panels/hatch, windows, panel enclosures were all used for the
purpose of relief vents. Most of the responses did not have information on the vent/door relief
pressure. In the design of explosion vent, the pressure resistance forms an important factor.
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Table 12: Explosion relief venting - location, area, type and pressure, Question #46 - #50

Description of Explosion Relief Venting
Fixture
Type/Facility

Oven/Manufacturing

# of Vents

Location of
Vents

Explosion
Relief
Area
(ft^2)

-

-

-

Oven
Volume
(ft^3)

Ratio of
Explosion
relief area
to Oven
Volume

Type of
Explosion Relief
Vent

Explosion
Relief
Vent/Door
Pressure
(psi)

Did
Damage
Occur?

-

-

Open end

-

Yes

1:10.7

Open end,
hinged doors,
and explosion
relief roof

-

Yes

-

Yes

Oven/Automotive
Assembly

Complete
roof

Roof of the
oven

Approx.
8500

Oven/Automotive
Assembly

Continuous
in roof of
enclosure

Roof of
oven
enclosure

Approx.
5000

68300

1:13.7

Open end,
hinged doors and
roof panels

Oven/Rubber
Coated Cloth

1

Roof

150

600

1:4

Roof Hatch

-

Yes

-

Hinged
doors/windows/
panel enclosures

-

Beyond
Repair

1

Yes, minor
(vent filter
replaced)

Dryer/Printing line for
food product

-

91000

6 to 10

Top of Dryer

-

Dryer/ Soy
Protein
Isolate
Manufacturing

1

Blender
Vent Filter
Body

4.3

853

1:198.4

Listen Explosion
Vent Panel

Dryer/Food
Processing

6

On one side

-

3000

-

Hinged
doors/windows/
panel enclosures

-

Yes,
Beyond
repair

Dryer/Solvent Coated
Web
Processing

Doors

Side walls

167

2500

1:15

Hinged
doors/windows/
panel enclosures

0.1

No
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The last question (Question 52 in questionnaire) in this section was to understand if the fuel-air
mixture had filled most of the oven, furnace and dryer at the time of ignition (Figure 7). The
majority of the responses received for this question indicate fuel-air mixture had not filled the
volume of the unit at the time of ignition.

Did Fuel-Air Mixture fill most of Oven/Furnace/Dryer
Volume at time of Ignition?

Yes
2
No

5

Unknown
7

Figure 7: Fuel-air mixture state at the time of ignition, Question #52

4.8.

Explosion outcome information and description

This section is focused on gathering information of the explosion outcome including the
operation status of vents in the event of explosion and description of the explosion incident
including the cause, damage description, fatalities and injuries. The first question of this section
(question 53 in questionnaire), was to find if the vent operated in the explosion event, and if it
did operate, how successful it was. A successful vent operation can prevent any damage to the
system or it can reduce the impact of the explosion damage to system. Out of the 14 responses
received for this question, only two responses indicate a very successful operation of vents which
resulted in no oven/furnace/dryer repair (Figure 8). There were 4 other incidents in which the
vents operated, but the system needed either repair or replacement. This is an indication of the
vents being only partially successful by reducing the impact of explosion.
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6
Explosion Outcome - Vent Operation & System Repair
Number of Occurrences

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vents operated, Vents operated, Vents operated, Vents did not
and no oven but oven repairs
but oven
operate
repairs were were necessary
required
necessary
replacement

Vents not
installed

Other

Figure 8: Explosion outcome scenario, Question #53

There was an incident in which the vents did not operate, and two incidents where vents were
not installed – These details are as follows:
Vents did not operate:
 Oven/Automotive Assembly
Vents Not Installed:



Oven/Automotive Assembly Plant Paint Facility
Dryer/Pharma Dryer

“Other” responses include:
 Furnace rebuild (This obviously means furnace repairs were necessary)
 Work chamber door latch failed and door opened




Dryer erupted, end plate blew off (which may have resulted in dryer repairs)
Vents were not practical in NFPA 85 boilers
Explosion was in the ductwork feeding the dark wall radiant section of the oven
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The most important result from the survey, from the perspective of explosion relief is the
relatively large percentage of incidents in which the oven/furnace/dryer was significantly
damaged or had to be replaced, indicating either that explosion venting was missing or was
ineffective in these cases. Hence incidents with damage to the systems are presented in Table
13. A total of ten incidents reported damage of the system and five of these did not had any
venting. The ones which had vent designed, all four of them used NFPA 86 as the guidance for
the explosion relief design.

Table 13: Explosion vent design information from incidents resulting in oven, furnace & dyer
damage

Type
Dryer
Dryer
Dryer
Dryer
Furnace
Oven
Oven
Oven
Oven
Oven

Did Damage
Occur?
Yes, beyond repair
Yes, beyond repair
Yes
Yes, destroyed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

What document was used for
explosion venting?
NFPA 86
Don't know
no venting
no venting
no venting
NFPA 86
NFPA 86
no venting
no venting
NFPA 86

Figure 9 depicts the responses received for the question 54 on the cause of the explosion, if
known. As seen from Figure 9 Human error was the major cause for majority of the incidents.
Other causes include failure of safeguard, no safeguard, unforeseen hazard, poor process design.
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Cause of the Explosion
1

Human Error

1

Failure of Safeguard

2

Safeguard not installed

6

Unforseen Hazard

Poor Process design

2

All of the above

1

Figure 9: Cause of explosion, Question #54
The additional information gathered on the cause of explosion, damage description and pertinent
information were summarized and presented in Table 14. These are from questions 55, 56 and
61 from the questionnaire.
Table 14: Explosion causes, damage, and additional information, Question #55 - #56 & #61
System
Type/Facility

What led to the cause of the
explosion?

An oven contractor was stating
the oven for the first time and
Oven/Automotive tried to light the burner multiple
Assembly
times without adequate purge
of the heater box serving the
radiant heat-up zone.

Oven/Bakery

Description of the Damage

The radiant dark walls in the
heat-up zone buckled in

It is believed the burner was
firing rich forming CO. The
The work chamber door latch
burner flame was extending into failed and allowed the door to
a heat exchanger (work
swing open with force. The force
chamber air was recirculated to
damaged a similar batch oven
an external heat exchanger to sitting next to the oven involved
heat the work chamber air).
in the explosion.
Welds in the tube sheet failed
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Any Additional Pertinent
information/comments about
the incident or
oven/furnace/dryer
The oven has both direct and
indirect sections. The explosion
was in the indirect portion of the
oven. There was no explosion
relief installed on the indirect
heater box involved in the
explosion.

-

System
Type/Facility

What led to the cause of the
explosion?

Description of the Damage

allowing CO to accumulate in
the work chamber and reach the
LFL.
The explosion occurred on the
burner side of the heat
exchanger in the oven heater
Oven/Automotive
The fan circulating hot air to the
box. The explosion was caused
Assembly plant
heat exchanger was blown out
by multiple attempts to lite the
paint facility
of the heater box.
burner without adequate purge.
The oven enclosure was not
damaged.

Oven/Automotive
Assembly

Oven/Rubber
Coated Cloth

The tradesman repeated trying
to light the burner without
purging the heater

The radiant walls inside the
oven were buckle in toward the
center of the oven

The oven was equipped with a
continuous vapor high limit
controller arranged to shut
down the oven heat and solvent
input at or above 50% LFL. The
solvent input rated increased
over the years, and the
The loose-laid roof panels were
continuous vapor high limit
lifted from their normal setting
controller was not receiving
and had to be placed back into
routine inspection, testing, and
normal position. The steam line
maintenance. Automatic
in the oven required repair.
shutdown did not occur as the
oven atmosphere exceeded 50%
LFL. It is anticipated the solvent
level eventually exceeded the
LFL, and once an ignition source
was encountered the explosion
occurred.

Any Additional Pertinent
information/comments about
the incident or
oven/furnace/dryer

Only the heater box was
damaged.

The oven has a combination of
direct fired and indirect fired
sections. The explosion occurred
in the indirect section and was
due to inadequate purging of the
heater box and blocking of the
heater box explosion vent.

-

Furnace/Industrial
and Utility Boilers

-

-

-

Furnace/Steel mill

The furnace enclosure was a
rectangular metal box
surrounding an arched
refractory lining. During
operation, hydrogen would

The furnace enclosure failed the
entire length of the furnace.

-
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System
Type/Facility

Dryer/Pharma
Dryer

Dryer/Solvent
Coated Web
Processing

Dryer/Wood
Pellet Plant

What led to the cause of the
explosion?

Description of the Damage

spread to the above arch space,
but the above arch space was
not specifically purged. After a
shutdown that did not follow
standard operating procedures,
it is believed an ignition source
ignited hydrogen just below the
arch. This ignition caused the
arch to drop in that localized
area. Subsequently, ignition of
hydrogen in the above arch
space rapidly spread the length
of the furnace.
Proper relief vents were not
Equipment destroyed and room
anticipated nor installed
had over pressure damage
Various causes such as
accelerating the web too fast,
coating weight upsets, other
operator error has led to reports
where the oven doors opened
unexpectedly. This has
None
happened at various plants at
different times but never led to
any serious damage and often
was not reported to Corporate
Safety.
Recycled wood fines entered
Dryer destroyed and part of
dryer and were ignited; ignition
building suffered pressure
may have occurred outside
damage.
dryer.

Dryer/Food
Processing

Dryer operating well outside of
design parameters. Too hot,
wrong infeed. Overloaded
conveyor.

Dryer damaged beyond repair.
One fatality and one injury.
Building wall blown out.

Dryer/Soy Protein
Isolate
Manufacturing

Tramp metal lodged itself
between the ribbon blender
agitator and the vessel body,
creating frictional heat and

Vent filter explosion panel
activated and replaced. Some
building siding replaced. No
damage to blender.
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Any Additional Pertinent
information/comments about
the incident or
oven/furnace/dryer

-

These types of episodes may
have happened with the natural
gas fuel as well, but it is
undocumented.

Dryer conveyor is a sloped,
vibrating pan. Contents are
fluidized via air nozzles impinging
down onto the material in the
pan. The conveyor pan was
modified by the end user, the
pan was overloaded. Instead of
beans, the pan was filled with
shell fragments and shell dust.
Please note that there is no heat
source for this operation.
Questions 21 and 22 really do not
apply.

System
Type/Facility

What led to the cause of the
explosion?

Description of the Damage

Any Additional Pertinent
information/comments about
the incident or
oven/furnace/dryer

resulting in ignition. Ignited soy
isolate powder became airborne
and was conveyed into the vent
filter where there was an
explosive concentration.

The final part of this section aims to see if there were any casualties or personal injuries in these
incidents. Only three of the fourteen responses for these questions had personal injuries and
fatalities. These information are presented in the Table 15.
Table 15: Details of injuries and fatalities, Questions # 57- 60
Were there
personal
Injuries?

Respondents

Yes

3

No

11

# of
Injuries
1
1
-
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Were
# of
there
Respondents
Fatalities
fatalities?
1
Yes
3
1
No
11
-

5. Summary Observations
The goal of this project was to provide an information collection summary of oven, furnace and
dryer explosion incidents. This information was provided in the preceding sections of this report.
The primary approach to achieve the project goal was through an extensive information
collection effort using online survey tools and questionnaire that was made available to
interested parties. The database of the acquired information in this report includes information
such as, class, type, size, purpose, geometry, fuel and heating system, material processed,
solvents used, explosion relief details of ovens, furnaces and dryers involved in explosion.
Further, the cause and consequence of the explosion incidents were also tabulated.
The responses on the explosion incidents occurred varied from large scale ones like automotive
industry to small scale ones like food processing or bakery. Hence the size of the units, their
heating arrangements and the operating temperature are very different from each other. Most
commonly used geometrical shape was observed to be rectangular. It is realized that NFPA 86
was majorly used as design basis, both for the system design as well as for the explosion relief.
There were a few cases where the explosion venting were not installed. Human error was
reported as the major cause of the explosion in many cases reported.
The information collected by this effort is intended to assist with the on-going assessment and
revision of these requirements. It is intended that the data collected by this research study will
provide helpful baseline information to better guide future research. It’s acknowledged that
information gathered in this online questionnaire manner has its limitations. The collected data
for this project are very specific and they have not been evaluated in the traditional statistical
sense, nevertheless, the information collected herein is considered to be of useful guidance for
this topic area.
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Appendix: Full Questionnaire

Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
Welcome to Our Survey

A survey for Research Foundation (NFPA's research affiliate).
www.nfpa.org/foundation
Thank you for participating in our survey. Your feedback is really important.
Background: NFPA 86, Standard for Ovens and Furnaces, has required explosion relief on specific
ovens and furnaces for over 90 years. In order to adequately adjust the current requirements stipulated
in NFPA 86 to properly reflect existing guidance and experienced conditions, additional information on
explosions in relation to ovens and furnaces is required. The necessary information includes the types
of ovens and furnaces experiencing explosions, causes of explosion, outcome of explosions, including
the control effectiveness, impact on people and property, as well as additional data to substantiate the
redirection of explosion relief guidelines within NFPA 86.
Survey Goal: The purpose of this survey is to gather the history of oven and furnace explosion incident
and develop

an oven,

furnace

and dryer explosion incident database,

providing

the necessary

information and data to the NFPA 86: Standard for Ovens and Furnaces. A final summary report will be
available through the Research Foundation's website on completion of this project.
The survey will take only a few minutes. We appreciate you taking the time to complete this survey on
this important subject. Thank you!
Contact:

Sreenivasan Ranganathan (Sreeni)
Project Manager, Research Foundation NFPA
1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA-02169
Email: sranganathan@nfpa.org
Phone: +1-617-984-7503

Please click "Next" to begin the survey!
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Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
General Information

1. Do you have multiple explosion incidents to report?
Yes
No

2. If you answered "Yes" to the above question, then
How many incidents are
you going to report, total
count?
Which one of the
incidents are you
reporting now ?
Note: Give a serial
number for each incident
you are reporting, Eg: 1,
2, 3 etc.

* 3. Select the equipment that was involved in explosion?
Oven
Furnace
Dryer

4. What is the type of facility/industry in which the explosion incident occurred?

Note: If you are reporting multiple incidents or facilities, we recommend you to
complete the survey independently for every incident. Also, we would like you to
complete the survey for all the major incidents, if possible. Thank you for your
patience and time.

Please click "next" to proceed.
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Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
General Oven/Furnace/Dryer Information

5. What is the type of oven/furnace?
Class A - Processing flammable volatiles or combustibles
Class B - Processing no flammable volatiles or combustibles
Other (please specify)

6. What is the oven/furnace classification?
Batch - w ork charge is introduced all at once
Continuous - w ork charge is more or less continuously introduced
Other (please specify)

7. What is the purpose of oven/furnac e?
Note: Explain in generic terms, no proprietary information required.

* 8. Special purpose Oven/Furnace: Was the oven/furnace used for special processes such as
sintering, annealing, lost mold, directed crystallization, endothermic generation, or other special
process?
Yes
No
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Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
Special Purpose Ovens/Furnaces

9. What processes are performed in the oven/furnace?
Note: More than one answer allowed
Sintering or the process of compacting and forming a solid mass of material by heat w ithout melting it to the point of
liquefaction
Annealing or heating then slow cooling to toughen the shape
Lost mold to melt casting material from finished shapes
Directed crystallization of silicon or similar substrates
Endothermic generation. Eg. Ovens used for testing fuel cells, tests involving chambers placed inside oven and the chamber
consists of gases separated by thin membrane.
Other (please specify)
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Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
General Information

10. What is the type of dryer?
Rotary drum dryer (inclined cylindrical)
Spray dryer (conical)
Fluidized bed (cylindrical/conical)
Band dryer (rectangular)
Tray dryer (rectangular but highly obstructed w ith trays)
Paddle dryer (obstructed cylindrical)
Double cone dryer
Ring dryer (looped piping)
Other (please specify)

11. What is the purpose of dryer?
Note: In generic terms, no proprietary information required.
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Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
More Information

12. Which year was the oven/furnace/dryer installed?

13. What is the geometrical shape of the oven/furnace/dryer?
Rectangular
Cylindrical
Conical
Cubical
Other (please specify)

14. What is the oven/furnac e/dryer overall volume?

15. What is the unit of volume entered in the above question?
Cubic feet
Cubic meters
Other (please specify)
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16. Please enter these dimensional ratio information
Note: Fill in only the options specific to the oven/furnace/dryer geometry
L/W, ratio of Length to
Width (if rectangular)
H/D, ratio of Height to
Diam eter (if cylindrical)
D1/D2, ratio of
diam eters (if conical)

17. Please enter these dimensional information
Note: Fill in only the options specific to the oven/furnace/dryer geometry
L, Length (if
rectangular)
D, Diam eter (if
cylindrical)
L, Length of a side (if
cubical)
D1, larger diameter (if
conical)

18. What is the unit of dimensions entered in the above question?
Feet (ft)
Inches (in)
Meters (m)
Centimeters (cm)
Other (please specify)

19. What is the oven/furnac e/dryer operating temperature?

20. For the above question, what is the unit of temperature entered?
Celsius (C)
Fahrenheit (F)
Other (please specify)

21. What is the oven/furnac e/dryer pressure resistance/strength, if known?
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22. For the above question, what is the unit of pressure entered?
Pounds per square inch (psi)
kilo Pascal (kPa)
Other (please specify)

23. Which standard was used as the design basis of oven/furnace/ dryer?
NFPA 86
None
Don't know
Other (please specify)
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Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
Fuel & Heating Information

24. What is the oven/furnac e/dryer heat source?
Fuel oil No. 2
Natural gas
Propane
Liquefied Petroleum (LP) gas
Electrical
Steam
Other (please specify)

25. What is the heating system arrangement if fuel-fired?
Direct fired – products of combustion contact the w ork-in-process
Indirect fired – products of combustion do not contact the w ork-in-process

26. Where is the heater located?
Internal – burners or heating elements inside oven w ork chamber
External – burners or heating elements located outside oven w ork chamber

* 27. Were gases other than fuel or products of combustion are introduced into the oven/furnace/dryer?
Yes
No
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Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
Flammable gas Information

28. What gases were introduced by pressure piping/tubing into the oven/furnace/ dry er?
Note: More than one answer allowed
Air
Oxygen
Hydrogen
Methane
Other (please specify)

29. Where was the gas supply for the oven/furnace/dryer?
Note: More than one answer allowed
Gas cylinders near the oven/furnace
Gas piping/tubing from cylinders located outside the room
Gas piping/tubing from cylinders or supplies outside the building
Gas generators
Other (please specify)
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30. What protective equipment was provided for the supply gases or endothermic generator?
Note: More than one answer allowed
System shutdow n after any power or mechanical failure
Air supply or fuel gas shutdow n in case of pow er failure, or abnormally high or low gas pressure
Visual, audible alarms, or observation ports used for operators to perform manual shutdow n
None
Other (please specify)
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Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
Solvent Information

* 31. Does the oven have solvents introduced with the work-in-proc ess?
Yes
No
Don't know
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Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
Solvent Information

32. What is the solvent name? (chemical name or trade name of solvent)
Acetone
Methyl Ethyl Ketone (MEK)
Toluene
Xylene
Other (please specify)

33. What is the closed cup flash point of the solvent?

34. For the above question, what is the unit of flash point temperature entered?
Celsius (C)
Fahrenheit (F)
Other (please specify)

35. What is the Lower Flammable Limit (LFL) of the Solvent (in % by volume)?

36. How is the solvent introduced to the oven?
Note: How solvent enters the oven (e.g. painted metal parts, printed paper, printed plastic, saturant,
etc.)
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Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
Combustible Particle Information

* 37. Does the oven have combustible particles being processed or formed inside the oven?
Yes
No
Don't know
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Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
Combustible Particle Information

38. Is there a frequent evidence of dust generation and accumulation in the oven/furnac e/dryer?
Yes
No

39. If you answered "Yes" to the above question, then how frequent?

40. What is the source of the combustible particle?
Finely divided material introduced to oven as w ork-in-process
Finely divided material abraded or shed from w ork-in-process in oven
Finely divided material formed in oven by drying
Other (please specify)

41. What is the type of combustible particle being processed in the oven?
Natural organic material (e.g. grain, sugar, w ood)
Synthetic organic material (e.g. plastic or organic pigment)
Carbonaceous material (e.g. coal, carbon black)
Metal (e.g. magnesium, aluminum, iron, zinc)
Other (please specify)

42. Provide the chemical or common name of combustible particle being processed in the oven?
Note: e.g. sugar, starch, cotton lint, wood saw dust, etc.
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Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
Explosion Relief Information

* 43. Is the oven equipped with explosion relief?
Yes
No
Don't know
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Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
Explosion Relief Information

44. What NFPA standard was the design basis of the explosion relief?
NFPA 68
NFPA 86
None
Don't know
Other (please specify)

45. If NFPA 86 was the design basis, what explosion relief ratio was provided?
1:15
1:30
Other (please specify)

46. What is the description of the explosion relief venting provided for the oven/furnac e/dryer?
Num ber of explosion
relief vents

Location of relief vents

Explosion relief area
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47. In the above question, what is the unit of explosion relief area entered?
square meters (m^2)
square inch (in^2)
square feet (ft^2)
Other (please specify)

48. What is the type of explosion relief vent?
Open end
Hinged doors/w indows/panel closures
Roof hatch
Listed explosion vent panel
Other (please specify)

49. What is the explosion relief vent/door relief pressure, if known?

50. For the above question, what is the unit of pressure entered?
Pounds per square inch (psi)
kilo Pascal (kPa)
Other (please specify)
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Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
Explosion Event Information

51. When did the incident occur?
2011 - 2015
2007 - 2010
2003 - 2006
1999 - 2002
1995 - 1998
1990 - 1994
Before 1990

52. Did fuel-air mixture fill most of oven/furnace/ dryer volume at the time of ignition?
Yes
No
Don't know

53. What was the outcome of the explosion?
Vents operated, and no oven repairs w ere necessary
Vents operated, but oven repairs w ere necessary
Vents operated, but oven required replacement
Vents did not operate
Vents not installed
Other (please specify)
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54. What was determined to be the cause of explosion? (If Available)
Human error
Failure of safeguard
Safeguard not installed
Unforeseen Hazard
Lack of proper maintenance
Other (please specify)

55. What led to the cause of explosion? Provide a brief narrative description of the incident.

56. Describe the explosion damage.
Note: Provide information on any damage to building or surrounding equipment.

57. Was there any personal injuries due to the incident?
Yes
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No
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58. If there was any personal injuries, how many? (If available)

59. Was there any fatalities reported due to the incident?
Yes
No

60. If there was any fatalities, how many? (If available)

61. If you have any additional pertinent information/comments about the incident or oven/furnace/ dry er,
you would like to share with us?

62. If you wish to be notified, once this report becomes available, please indicate the following (optional)
Note: this optional information will not be used for any other purpose
Email address
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Oven/Furnace/Dryer Explosion Study
End of Survey

Thank you for completing the survey. After compiling all the survey responses, a
report will be prepared and will be available at Research Foundation, NFPA. We
appreciate you taking the time to complete this survey.
Note: If you are reporting multiple incidents, we request you to retake the survey for
next incident. In order to retake the survey, please do the following:
a. Please submit this survey successfully by clicking "Done" and "Done"
b. Clear the cookies/cache data stored in the browser memory
c. Click the original link for the survey
This is to make sure the information from the current incident reported is successfully
submitted and is not stored in your browser and the new response is reported as a
separate incident.
How toclearcookies/cachedatafrom browser?
In most computer-based web browsers, to open menus used to clear your cache,
cookies, and history, press Ctrl-Shift-Delete (Windows) or Command-Shift-Delete (Mac)
with your browser open.
If you have any questions, please contact:
Sreenivasan Ranganathan (Sreeni)
Project Manager, Research Foundation
NFPA
1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA-02169
Email: sranganathan@nfpa.org
Phone: +1-617-984-7503

Appreciate your support in completing this survey.
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